Kubernetes Primer
CONTAINER
Standardized form of packaging and deploying
applications
Contains the code needed to run an app and all of its
included dependencies and files required to run
Several container runtimes are supported such as
docker, containerd, and others

PODS
Groups one or more containers
Has instructions for how to run the containers
Acts as one logical host for the containers within it
E.g., from the perspective of the containers within a
pod, they are running on the same machine; containers
share compute resources, while a pod receives its own
internal IP address

CONTAINERS are code and
other dependencies that
are bundled into a
standard unit of software
called a container image.
CONTAINERS can run
anywhere, but how?

CLUSTERS manage a
bunch of different NODES.

NODES are the machines
that PODS are running on.
They are the hardware
resources that you need to
run software.

PODS allow you to run and
manage CONTAINERS in
Kubernetes.

Key Kubernetes Concepts
Deployment
Describes the desired state for an application such as
The number of pods
Configuration for the pods
The image to use for the containers
Specific environment variables
And much more

Service
Abstraction to expose a set of pods as a service on a network
Each pod receives its own IP address that can change when
pods are created and destroyed
A service will manage associated pods and send traffic to them
Acts as a single DNS name for a set of pods
Pods can talk to other pods with services
E.g., the Ambassador pod can talk to the quote pods by using a
service we will name "quote-service"
From Ambassador pod: curl http://quote-service will talk to the
pods in the "quote-service" service

www.getambassador.io

ReplicaSet
Created by a deployment
Maintains a stable set of pod replicas
Guarantees that the number of available pods matches
the desired number in the deployment
Creates / Deletes pods to maintain the desired number

Namespace
Provides a scope for resources in kubernetes
Resources are created in the "default" Namespace unless a namespace
is specified
Services can talk to each other across namespaces if you specify the
namespace when referencing them
From the example above, if you were to deploy the "quote-service" to
the "dev" namespace, you could still reach it by adding the namespace
to the service for the command curl http://quote-service.dev
If you do not specify the namespace, and it is not in the "default"
namespace the resource will not be visible
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Here's an example of a flag
Change the current namespace
kubectl config set-context --current
--namespace=<insert-namespace-namehere>
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